Lot Specific Regulations:

- Parking Permits are required.
- Weidner Center for the Performing Arts ticket holders may park 2 hours prior, during, and 2 hours after their performance.
- Hourly parking via mobile app permitted, in marked mobile pay stalls only.
  - Zone #: 2382
- No parking from 11pm to 5am.

Standard Regulations:

- Visitors are defined as a vehicle that uses parking services less than 5 times per semester. Visitors are provided a 5 calendar day grace period of parking rights prior to needing to pay for parking, by purchasing a parking permit or using mobile pay.
  - (Note: This is per calendar day, not per “visit”)
- Disabled/Handicap parking shall count towards the visit use count for non-permit holders. Eligible individuals may use mobile pay in any disabled stall.
- Parking is permitted in marked stalls only. Parking over stall marking lines, in an end zones, or along the curbs and boarders of parking lots is prohibited.
- Individual stalls marked with a controlling sign are restricted as detailed on the signage.
- Your license plate must be displayed to the travel lane of the parking area at all times. Your vehicle plate is how your parking rights are validated.
- All State of Wisconsin motor vehicle laws apply while on University lands, including chapters controlling the registration of vehicles and their safe operation.
- Long Term storage of vehicles is prohibited. All vehicles must be in use by members of the campus community and in an operable condition.